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SkySpark® Provides the Tools You Need to
Perform Analytics on Virtually Any Type of
Data
Lots of people ask us “What analytic functions does SkySpark provide?” Most people ask this because
they are familiar with analytics offerings that do a set number of things – in other words they provide a
fixed number of standard analytic algorithms. Users may be able to configure these rules, but typically
can’t modify them or create their own. In many ways this is similar to the early days of automation,
where systems offered limited control capabilities and weren’t fully programmable.
SkySpark takes a very different approach. SkySpark is a fully programmable analytics platform. This
allows building systems experts to implement their own rules that capitalize on their extensive and
highly specialized knowledge of building and equipment systems.
But SkySpark offers more than just programming flexibility. The product couples the capability for full
user-programmability with an extensive library of standard analytic functions to streamline the process
of turning your domain knowledge into SkySpark rules.

The SkySpark® Analytic Function
Library
SkySpark includes an extensive library of built-in
analytic functions (over 500 at last count and we’re
always adding more). These functions are tools that
perform various types of analytics and data
transformations. Many of these can be considered
“end-use” rules. For example, if you want to look for
conditions where economizer dampers are open during
heating or cooling, there is a standard function for that. If you want to find periods of time when heating
and cooling are on simultaneously there is a standard function for that as well. These are examples of
“application level” analytic functions which are included in SkySpark’s “extension libraries”. The Energy
extension, for example, includes functions to create custom energy baselines, custom energy
normalization formulas, conversion of kW history data to kWh, and a host of others. Here are a few
examples from the Energy library:
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The Energy extension also includes functions to compare baselines against current conditions to detect
deviations and trends, functions to normalize energy data by building size, degree days, and other
factors, as well as functions to import and parse GreenButton™ energy data and functions to integrate
with Energy Star Portfolio Manager™ for automated reporting of energy consumption data and
retrieval of energy data already available in Portfolio Manager.

Application-Oriented Libraries
There are many more similar functions in the SkySpark library and most include the actual source code
so that you can modify the standard functions to adapt them to your unique project needs. Here’s an
example of the source code provided for a function in the HVAC library that detects simultaneous
heating and cooling:
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Other functions provided in the HVAC extension include ready-to-go rules such as ahuCoolAndEcon to
compute periods when an AHU is in cooling and economizer mode, and ahuCoolHeatCycling to detect
short sycling of equipment.

Tools for Data Analytics
Needs of All Types
Beyond the application-oriented
analytic functions, SkySpark offers a
wide range of general-purpose
analytic functions designed to look for
patterns in data and manipulate and
transform data. These core functions
are used to assemble analytic rules
that meet your specific project needs.
Let take a look at some examples.
Want to find toughs or peaks in your data? These standard functions make it easy:

Want to look for gaps in data records and interpolate across them? SkySpark offers a function for that as
well.
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Need to do a linear regression between variables as part of a sophisticated analytic rule? That function is
provided as well (see the math function examples below).

Math Functions
SkySpark lets you take advantage of advanced math for
sophisticated algorithms. A complete scientific math package is
included providing math functions such as linear regression, and
trigonometric functions as well as statistical functions including
mean bias error, standard deviation and and others:
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Analytic Tools for Common Data Analysis Challenges
One of the most common tools for identifying patterns that represent faults or
improper operation is the analytic function that finds intersections in data sets
across time – its called hisPeriodIntersection:
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The hisPeriodIntersection function is at the core of many of SkySpark’s application-oriented analytic
rules such as ahuHeatandCool, which detects simultaneous heating and cooling patterns as well as the
ahuHeatAndEcon and ahuCoolAndEcon functions, which detects simultaneous operation of heating or
cooling and economizer dampers. hisPeriodMatrix looks for even more sophisticated combinations of
values and events:

Machine-Learning Functions
The SkySpark library also includes Machine Learning functions that provide support for supervised
learning for prediction and forecasting through regression-based approaches, and classification using
Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques.
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Designed for Flexibility and Efficient
Project Implementation
With SkySpark you are not limited to a pre-defined set of
analytic functions, AND at the same time you don’t have
to start from scratch. Similar to the way that most
automation systems include standard functions or blocks
for PID control loops, schedules, etc., SkySpark provides
a rich library of functions needed to perform data
analytics.
With SkySpark you have the tools you need to convert
your domain knowledge into analytic rules that run
continuously and automatically against your data to find
what matters™ in virtually any application.

With SkySpark® You’re In
Control
You have the ability to use all of
SkySpark’s analytic functions to create
your own rules and algorithms,
combining them with other functions
and your own programming logic.
This is a key differentiating feature of
SkySpark – you’re never limited to a
“canned”, factory supplied set of
analytic functions – you can create
rules that capture your experience
and systems knowledge to fit the
unique needs of your specific
applications.
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SkySpark® – Analytics for a World of Smart Devices
The past decade has seen dramatic advances in automation
systems and smart devices. From IP connected systems using a
variety of standard protocols, to support for web services, it is
now possible to get the data produced by the wide range of
devices found in today’s smart devices and equipment systems.
Access to this data opens up new opportunities for the creation of
value-added services to help businesses reduce energy
consumption and operational costs and to identify opportunities to enhance operations through
improved control, and replacement or repair of capital equipment.
Access to the data is just the first step in that journey, however. The new challenge is how to manage
and derive value from the exploding amount of data available from these smart and connected devices.
SkyFoundry’ SkySpark® directly addresses this challenge.
The new frontier is to efficiently manage and analyze data to find what matters.

About SkyFoundry
SkyFoundry’s mission is to provide
software solutions for the age of “the
Internet of things”. Areas of focus include:
•

To learn more and attend a
detailed product demonstration
contact us at:
info@skyfoundry.com
www.skyfoundry.com

•
•
•

Building automation and facility
management
Energy management, utility data
analytics
Remote device and equipment
monitoring
Asset management

SkyFoundry products help customers
derive value from their investments in
smart systems. Learn more at:
www.skyfoundry.com
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